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DEMONSTRATIONELEMENTS
Sandwich elements and half panels consist of reactive  
powder concrete (Sesbonite®) and CLC as thermal 
insulation. In the plant the layers are casted horizontally 
one by one with all the necessary openings and implements 
for lifting and anchoring. For creating continious production 
of CLC new machinery was developed.

Sandwich elements underwent a series of tests to  
evaluateits mechanical response to different loads and 
to evaluate durability parameters. This included shear 
and bending tests on whole panels as well as wind load 
tests. Driving rain and temperature/humidity cycles were 
performed to investigate thetightness of the facade.

Modeling was used as a tool for calculating different load 
situation. This included shear transfer, composite action as 
well as wind and thermal loads. A modeling approach was 
also used to calculate the overall thermal (U-values) and  
hygrothermal performance of the SESBE elements,  
including door/ window openings as well as joints. In this 
calculation possible thermal bridges were included.

In order to evaluate the production process and the  
thermal performance of the SESBE solutions two  
demonstrators were produced for a location in Warsaw,  
Poland (sandwich elements, half panels) and one for  
Madrid, Spain (sandwich elements).

For monitoring thermal performance of the demonstrators  
a sensor node system was developed. The system is  
suitable to be implemented in any building structures  
delivering data to a building management system.

The environmental impact for the SESBE solutions were 
evaluated by live cycle/live cycle cost assessment. The  
carbon footprint (GWP) improved for SESBE sandwich  
elements by 44 % compared standard to RC sandwich  
elements. This is mostly due to the reduced thickness of the 
element layers
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MATERIALSCONCEPT FUNCTIONS
The SESBE project developed lightweight, energy efficient and 
functional sandwich elements and half panels for renovation. 
The elements show a reduction in weight and thickness by  
utilizing textile reinforced reactive powder concrete (RPC) and 
cellular lightweight concrete (foam concrete, CLC).

For the panels’ surfaces different functionalization  
options have been developed towards:

 Easy-to-clean (super-hydrophobic)
 Self cleaning
 Heat reflective towards fire

The developed sandwich elements are non-load bearing panels 
and are up to 71 % less heavy and 35 to 40 % thinner compared 
to standard reinforced concrete (RC) sandwich elements.

Half panels were designed for renovation of existing  
concrete or masonry walls. The elements consist of the 
same materials as the sandwich panels and are atiached 
to the walls by a unique anchorage concept. They can 
be used for renovation of buildings consisting of precast  
sandwich elements, where the outer concrete panel and old 
insulation layer is replaced by the half panel.
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SANDWICH PANEL HALF PANEL

Reactive powder concrete (RPC) forms the outer and inner
concrete panel. For the SESBE project a own mix was designed: 
Sesbonite®. Sesbonite® is used in the panels together with  
carbon fiber textile reinforcement and has a  strength of more than 
140 MPa and is a very dense, ceramic like material but easy to cast.

Cellular lightweight concrete (CLC) is used as an insulation 
material. It is non-flammable and reaches densities down to 120 
kg/m3. The thermal conductivity was improved with the aerogel 
Quartzene® to values of 30 mW/(mK).

A sealing tape for joints and façade 
openings was developed incorporat-
ing Quartzene®. The composite tape 
reached significant lower thermal 
conductivity values than standard 
sealing tapes.

New options for improved intumescent coatings were  
developed. The goal was to modify coating properties with 
different filler materials for protecting steel parts of the  
facade against fire.

Easy-to-clean: This was achieved by rendering the  
concrete’s surface super-hydrophobic by imprinting  
a textile pattern into the concrete and using a bulk  
hydrophobic agent. By this any dust or dirt is easily washed 
off by the rain due to a highly effective beading effect.

Self-cleaning: Modified photocatalytic TiO2 was opti-
mized and methods to apply it to RPC were developed. The 
TiO2 is super- hydrophilic and can be applied in form of a 
coating. The coating shows excellent properties towards 
self-cleaning, also towards paints (e.g. graffiti).
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Heat-reflective: Heat reflective coatings were optimized 
for the application on concrete. Heat absorption could be 
reduced by more than 10 %, significantly decreasing the 
time for heating-up of façade elements and the risk of  
surface spalling.

Moisture buffering: In order to prevent condensatio wit in 
the cellular lightweight concrete (CLC) a polymer-clay nano-
composite (PCN) was developed. The PCN showed a consid-
erable high adsorption of moisture above 90 % r. h., thus 
capturing excess humidity.


